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MFL Curriculum Map
Year 1

Year 2

Autumn
Spring
Summer
The aim is to enjoy cultural difference and learning a different language.
We sing songs and read stories (some of them they already know in English, so it makes it more meaningful to
them).
 Practice listening different sounds and learn how to make those sounds (phonics).
 We focus on listening and speaking.
 We play games to work on memory skills.
A book: Un libro
The Very Busy Spider
The Very Busy Spider
Vocab: colours and numbers 1-15
La oruga hacendosa
La oruga hacendosa
Song: Los números
Vocab: Days of the week and vocabulary
Vocab: Food and fruits
of the book.
Song: La sopa del bebé
Song: The days of the week
 The aim is to enjoy cultural difference and learning a different language.
 We sing songs and read stories (some of them they already know in English, so it makes it more meaningful to
them).
 Practice listening different sounds and learn how to make those sounds (phonics).
 We focus on listening and speaking.
 We play games to work on memory skills.



We are going on a bear hunt
Vamos a cazar un oso
Vocab: places, family members

Year 3

Goldilocks
The very busy spider
Ricitos de oro
La araña hacendosa
Vocab: House and cutlery
Vocab: animals and actions
Song: Una taza
Song: El pollito pio
 The aim is to enjoy using a different language to communicate and learn the basic grammar rules.
 We focus on the four basic communication skills: speaking, reading, listening and writing.
 We learn vocabulary and expressions that would use to talk about their daily life (meaningful to them)
 We listen to different Spanish accents and learn where Spanish is spoken all around the world.
 We use music and games.
 We also focus also on grammar (nouns, adjectives, determiners and verbs) and basic Spanish rules and it´s
differences with English grammar.
 We learn basics about translation and how to use a dictionary.
Learn to speak about things they like
Song about likes:
Alphabet:
and dislike
“Me gustas tu”, Manu Chao
Learn how to spell out words
Me gusta
Vocabulary of the song
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Year 4

Year 5

Be able to understand, reading and
Grammar: masculine and feminine noun
Basic rules to read and write in
listening and also to express by
rules in Spanish
Spanish (phonics)
writing and speaking
 The aim is to enjoy using a different language to communicate and learn the basic grammar rules.
 We focus on the four basic communication skills: speaking, reading, listening and writing.
 We learn vocabulary and expressions that would use to talk about their daily life (meaningful to them)
 We listen to different Spanish accents and learn where Spanish is spoken all around the world.
 We use music and games.
 We also focus also on grammar (nouns, adjectives, determiners and verbs) and basic Spanish rules and it´s
differences with English grammar.
 We learn basics about translation and how to use a dictionary.
Learn to talk about their birthday.
Song about Argentina: “La Bola”, piojos y
Pets:
Vocab: Months, numbers 1-100
piojitos.
Vocab about pets
Cumpleaños
Where do you come from?
Grammar: gender and number in
Use the verb to be (ser)
nouns, adjectives collocation and
agreement, determiners.
Talk about the weather and the date
Use the verb to like (gustar), to be
(ser) and to have (tener)
Basic descriptions
 The aim is to enjoy using a different language to communicate and learn the basic grammar rules.
 We focus on the four basic communication skills: speaking, reading, listening and writing.
 We learn vocabulary and expressions that would use to talk about their daily life (meaningful to them)
 We listen to different Spanish accents and learn where Spanish is spoken all around the world.
 We use music and games.
 We also focus also on grammar (nouns, adjectives, determiners and verbs) and basic Spanish rules and it´s
differences with English grammar.
 We learn basics about translation and how to use a dictionary.
Back to School:
Family
Guess who (Quien es quien)
Stationary and furniture in the
Vocab: family members and adjectives to
Be able to play the game
classroom (Material escolar y
describe (La familia)
Vocab: Descriptions, physical
mobiliario)
Grammar: Gender and singular/plural.
features, clothes
Grammar: gender and number,
Possessives.
Grammar: gender and number,
adjectives collocation and agreement,
Verb: to have (tener) and to be (ser).
adjectives collocation and
determiners.
agreement.
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Year 6

Verb to have (tener) and there is/
Be able to describe their families,
Asking questions
there are to describe (hay)
understand when speaking about a
Verb to be (ser)
Be able to describe what’s in their
family, asking questions and answering.
classroom and the items they use in
school.
 The aim is to enjoy using a different language to communicate and learn the basic grammar rules.
 We focus on the four basic communication skills: speaking, reading, listening and writing.
 We learn vocabulary and expressions that would use to talk about their daily life (meaningful to them)
 We listen to different Spanish accents and learn where Spanish is spoken all around the world.
 We use music and games.
 We also focus also on grammar (nouns, adjectives, determiners and verbs) and basic Spanish rules and it´s
differences with English grammar.
 We learn basics about translation and how to use a dictionary.
School:
Song about Children rights
Going on holidays:
Subjects (asignaturas) and opinions
“Yo quiero”. .
Las vacaciones.
Grammar: gender and number,
To be aware that Spanish is a language
Vocab: Places to go, transports,
adjectives collocation and agreement,
that is spoken in different countries
seasons.
determiners.
Verb to want (Querer)
Grammar: gender and number,
I like because (Me gusta/n porque)
Learn how to translate
adjectives collocation and
Be able to talk about the subjects
Read out laud long writing, understand
agreement, determiners
they learn in school, and give their
meaning by its context and sing.
Verb to go (immediate future: going
opinion about them and a simple
Basic verbs
to) (Ir).
reason.
Write and speak about holidays, be
able to answer basic questions.
Understand basic conversation and
read a simple writing about holidays.
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